Wetting of TiC by Al-Cu alloys and interfacial characterization.
The wetting behavior and the interfacial reactions that occurred between molten Al-Cu alloys (1, 4, 8, 20, 33, and 100 wt% Cu) and solid TiC substrates were studied by the sessile drop technique in the temperature range of 800-1130 degrees C. The effect of wetting behavior on the interfacial reaction layer was studied. All the Al-Cu alloys react with TiC at the interface forming an extensive reaction layer. The interface thickness varied with the samples, and depends on the temperature, chemical composition of the alloy and the time of the test. Wetting increases with increasing concentration of copper in the Al-Cu alloy at 800 and 900 degrees C. In contrast, at higher temperature such as 1000 degrees C wetting decreases with increasing copper content. The spreading kinetics and the work of adhesion were evaluated. The high values of activation energies indicated that spreading is not a simple viscosity controlled phenomenon but is a chemical reaction process. The spreading of the aluminum drop is observed to occur according to the formation of Al4C3, CuAl2O4, CuAl2, TiCux mainly, leading to a decreases in the contact angle. As the contact angle decreases the work of adhesion increases with increasing temperature. Al-Cu/TiC assemblies showed cohesive fracture corresponding to a strong interface. However, using pure Cu the adhesion work is poor, and the percentage of cohesion work is also too low (27-34%).